TIGER TIPS

WEEK
2

A BEHAVIOR SPECIALIST'S ADVICE
FOR MANAGING REMOTE LEARNING

Welcome!

The 'Tiger Tips' bulletin aims to be an additional resource to families over the course of this remote
learning journey. As we all continue to settle in, I hope you will find this information helpful, relatable
and reassuring. This edition focuses on making sense of this all - next week, more tips to come!
From my "home office" to yours -

Cori Wagner
District-Wide Behavior Intervention Specialist

Email me!
cwagner@mamkschools.org

From Parent to Teacher
The news of remote learning was likely a whirlwind.
Not only would kids be home, but now you were
given the news that you'd be diving head first into
the world of being a:
teacher parent
professional
homemaker
all at the same time and all in the same space!
You may have set up a home-school area, created a
detailed schedule, toured Google Classroom... but
now what?

THE HONEYMOON

THE REALITY

Some families may have already experienced
what I like to call, "the honeymoon phase." This
is a time when the prospect of remote learning
was still new, fresh, and dare I say.. exciting?
Students may have been anxious about the
change or relieved to have a 'break' from school.

Some families may have already experienced the
fall out from this new normal. Reality may have
hit - not only for our kids, but for you, too!
Wait.. we have to do this again?

Work got done during Week 1. Kids saw their
teachers post videos. You may have been
thinking "OK, remote learning, WE GOT THIS!"

The schedule and routine that was successful
last week, no longer seems to work. The
excitement of seeing teachers post videos and
having virtual PE class has worn off. The novelty
is gone.
So where do we go from here?

MAKING SENSE OF REALITY

This is a big change. A change not only for ourselves as adults, but for our kids. In the world
of behavior, behavior change takes time. It takes time, consistency, the right environment
and enough motivation. The reality is - we may not be able to make some or all of those
things happen during remote learning.
Using myself as an example - all gyms are closed right now (and although summer is
approaching, I'm not too upset by this). Let's say a treadmill was given to me, I have access to
a virtual trainer, and I set up this great home gym..... this doesn't mean I'm going to have
enough motivation to change my behavior and work out. Different environments and
people signal different things and cause different behaviors:

The Gym
Signals moving and
exercising.

My Home

My Trainer
Signals supporting me to do
things I don' t like doing.

Signals relaxation, sitting,
and not moving.

Moving the "gym" into my home - all my signals are crossed!
I tried to change the environment to look and feel like the gym, my trainer is still there on the
TV, but...I'm still in my home, and my home does not yet signal movement and exercise. Can I
change these signals and change my behavior? Yes, but it takes time, consistency, the right
environment and enough motivation.

So how does this relate to my child's behavior and remote learning?
Just like the gym and home signal different behaviors for me, the same goes for your child.
School and home, teacher and guardian - these environments and people ALL signal different
behaviors - and now your child is expected to take their school and teacher behaviors and
POOF magically apply them to their home - without them or you having any time to develop
school behaviors at home.
Wait..now I have to wake up, stay home, work,
eat, play, socialize and sleep.. all in my home?
All day? With my parent?!
For some, establishing school-like signals at home will be a small but doable adjustment.
Having an area for school work, a schedule, and a Google classroom to follow will be just
enough consistency and environment to keep up student motivation.
For others, the abrupt and drastic attempt to establish school-like behaviors at home will be
challenging, to say the least. Can we change these signals and change their behavior? Yes,
but it will take time, consistency, the right environment and enough motivation.

So, how do we do this? Stay tuned!

